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Inspiration at home.



This collection of writing and visual art was made to
support local artists in sharing their work. My aim was
to provide space for creativity and expression to be
celebrated during this time, across distance.

Knowing many artists who were delighted by the
prospect of sharing their work, and many who had
never considered the possibility, pulling together the
print publication and asking fellow artists to submit
seemed like the most fitting way to support collective
creativity.

The decision to make the publication print-only
(instead of an online collection) was largely due to the
fact that I wanted artists to experience their work in a
tangible, physical way; to open a beautiful publication
and feel for themselves the weight and meaning of
their work.

– Zoe Stern Stillinger

Spring, 2021
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Fusce varius nulla eget

Elementum mattis nulla

Orci varius

penatibus et magnis dis

vitae

Etiam sed tincidunt felis

Nam ipsum ante

auctor maximus urna

vitae

Nunc urna orci;

semper sed imperdiet rutrum id sem

vitae, Maecenas commodo urna vel

neque imperdiet tristique

Fusce malesuada ligula in elit consequat

Quisque elementum vel

lorem quis pulvinar

Vivamus urna tortor

semper sit amet metus ut

vehicula luctus justo.
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Suggested questions

What was the genesis of this publication?What
event or moment catalyzed in your mind the idea
of a print publication?

What was your chief challenge during the process?

Can you speak to a unifying theme behind the
publication?

What need is the project meeting in the world?
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Zoe Stern Stillinger grew up in Portland Oregon
and currently lives in Olympia Washington. She
attended the Evergreen State College and
graduated with a Bachelor’s of Arts, focusing her
studies on the arts and humanities, specifically
the intersections of musical performance and
existential philosophy.

She is a songwriter, photographer, composer,
filmmaker; an artist of various mediums with
utmost respect for the creative spirit. Having
hosted several gallery shows and concerts during
her college years, she continues to feel drawn to
bringing people together through artful space.

Zoe recently directed a music video – Adieux –
for an original song that has been accepted into
several international film festivals. Though the
pandemic has changed the direction of her
creative path, she has found ways to adapt to the
changing times with joy and creative intensity.
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